
MAGMA JACKET FULL ZIP

Magma is a unique jacket, developed from a hybrid concept that combines a base structure - of windproof and water-
repellent bi-stretch fabric - with strategic Membrain115 inserts (water column: 15.000 mm). The two work together in 

perfect synergy. The patented Membrain115 material is the first in the world to combine the flexibility and breathability of 
a knitted fabric with the windproof and water-repellent properties of an intelligent membrane. These inserts in the sleeve 

area are designed using the exclusive Ergomotion shaping. They are highly elastic, giving the wearer a freedom of movement 
never experienced prior to this. The Magma jacket‘s other secret is its innermost layer, where an exclusive combination of 

cashmere fibres and the innovative Argenthon material provides exceptional thermal protection and incredible breathability. 
Comfort, performance and style come together, changing the concept of a winter jacket forever.



LADY

PRESTIGE SECOND LAYER

Prestige is an indispensable mid-layer for anyone wanting to preserve a smart, feminine look as they head out onto the 
snow. The fully knitted build makes it extremely soft and elastic, while the outer surface has a special 3D structure that 

offers support, resistance and increased thermal protection in strategic places, such as at the elbows. The area around the 
shoulders and sleeves is made all in one piece of material, with no structural seams. This is all down to the Hypermotion 

system, an exclusive UYN technology designed to facilitate movement in the upper body. The Prestige mid-layer is suitable 
for all requirements, from a leisurely walk to sports out on the snow. It pairs perfectly with a UYN ski jacket for high-

performance that maintains a touch of class.



ENERGYON SHIRT LONG 
SLEEVES

The perfect base layer for intense activity that involves a lot of sweating while requiring thermal insulation in the arm area, 
such as cross-country or Alpine skiing. This version of the Energyon base layer shirt combines anatomical, highly elastic long 
sleeves with exclusive Flowtunnels technology to maximise ventilation. Tiny holes in the underarm, chest and back areas are 
combined with three-dimensional grooves to create a flow of air over the skin to insulate while refreshing. This ensures that 

body temperature and the athlete’s comfort remain constant throughout the duration of physical activity.



FUSYON CASHMERE SHINY 
SHIRT LONG SLEEVES  

ROUND NECK

The fusion of precious Cashmere, Primaloft and Argenthon fibres creates high-end technical underwear that stands out 
immediately thanks to its bright, sophisticated look: the perfect combination of luxury and performance. Cashmere Shiny 

is a round-neck base layer shirt that can effectively provide protection against the cold by reflecting back body heat. At the 
same time, perspiration is transported to the outside, keeping the skin dry. Whenever you wear a Cashmere Shiny shirt, you 

are enveloped by a feeling of softness that makes any sport at low temperatures extremely pleasant.



AIR DUAL TUNE SHOES

The Air Dual Tune shoe is the perfect balance between comfort, breathability and support, thanks to UYN’s innovative 
manufacturing method. It combines 3D knitting technology in the toe and tongue areas of the shoe with an ecological 

microfibre structure at the heel. The result? A shoe that adapts perfectly to any foot shape and provides optimal support 
as you walk. The Air Dual Tune shoe is the first in the world to make use of the Air Dual System® in the upper shoe. This 

patented technology allows heat and sweat to escape while still offering maximum protection against external elements. 
Your feet therefore remain constantly dry, fully encased in the precious Merino wool and its temperature-regulating, 

bacteriostatic and “odour control” qualities. 


